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Abstract

We investigate the role of molecular dynamics in the luminescent properties of a prototypical thermally 

activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) emitter, NAI-DMAC, in solution using a combination of 

temperature dependent time-resolved photoluminescence and absorption spectroscopies. We use a glass 

forming liquid, 2-methylfuran, to introduce an abrupt change in the temperature dependent diffusion 

dynamics of the solvent and examine the influence this has on the emission intensity of NAI-DMAC 

molecules. Comparison of experiment with first principles molecular dynamics simulations reveals that the 

emission intensity of NAI-DMAC molecules follows the temperature-dependent self-diffusion dynamics 

of the solvent. A marked reduction of emission intensity is observed as the temperature decreases toward 

the glass transition because the rate at which NAI-DMAC molecules can access emissive molecular 

conformations is greatly reduced. Below the glass transition, the diffusion dynamics of the solvent changes 

more slowly with temperature, which causes the emission intensity to decrease more slowly as well. The 

combination of experiment and computation suggests a pathway by which TADF emitters may transiently 

access a distribution of conformational states and avoid the need for an average conformation that strikes a 

balance between lower singlet-triplet energy splittings versus higher emission probabilities.

Introduction 

Thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) is a process by which organic emitters in organic 

light emitting devices (OLEDs) can utilize all four spin combinations resulting from the recombination of 

randomly spin-oriented electrons and holes. This is made possible because the excited triplet states of 

TADF emitters are close in energy to their singlet excited states.1-5 Emitters in OLED systems that utilize 

TADF offer the opportunity to overcome the efficiency and sustainability issues of first- and second-

generation OLEDs by allowing all-organic emitters to be used while still enabling high efficiencies by 

harvesting all four spin combinations.6-11 The identification of such emitters relies on the development of 

design rules about how molecular structure influences the triplet excited states of molecules such that the 
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exchange interaction of excited states can be minimized, leading to singlet-triplet energy splittings small 

enough to allow triplet states to transition back into singlet excited states via reverse intersystem crossing.12-

14 Such processes are frequently thermally activated, although a recent report suggests this might not be the 

case for certain structures.15

Recent computational efforts have led to new understanding of the mechanisms underlying the 

TADF process and have provided insight about how the conformations of molecules influences their 

singlet-triplet energy splitting, oscillator strength, and spin-orbit coupling.16-20 These computational efforts 

revealed that molecular conformations leading to the lowest singlet-triplet energy splittings involve nearly 

orthogonal dihedral angles between the donor and acceptor moieties of the molecules. Such geometries 

facilitate separation of the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) from lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbitals (LUMO). However, these nearly orthogonal dihedral angles also lead to states with low spin-orbit 

coupling and small transition dipole moments for radiative relaxation of their excited S1 to ground S0 states. 

Furthermore, density functional theory (DFT) and first principles molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 

the prototypical TADF emitter examined in this work, NAI-DMAC17, 20, revealed that a similar distribution 

of nearly orthogonal dihedral angles exists at room temperature in both isolated and crystalline NAI-DMAC 

molecules (structure depicted in Figure 1A).17 Figure 1B represents the probability density of dihedral 

angles of isolated molecules at 300 K that were reported recently in Reference 17, employing first-

principles MD with both a classical (CL) and a quantum thermostat (QT) to mimic nuclear quantum effects. 

Represented below the probability density are  the variation (at T=0 K for simplicity) of the singlet-triplet 

energy splittings (�EST, Figure 1C) and the oscillator strength for the S1 to S0 radiative transition (fOS, 

Figure 1D) that is related to the square of the transition dipole moment.17 These molecular properties are 

plotted on the same dihedral angle scale for comparison and reveal that NAI-DMAC molecules at room 

temperature can adopt a variety of molecular conformations with a range of singlet-triplet energy splittings, 

spin-orbit couplings, and oscillator strengths. Interestingly, the value of �EST is not only determined by the 

angle between the donor and acceptor moieties but also by other geometrical degrees of freedom of the 
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molecule (shown by the comparison between relaxed and unrelaxed structures in Figure 1C). However, 

the oscillator strength (fOS, Figure 1D) is almost exclusively determined by the dihedral angle. 

 Recent ab initio and atomistic MD simulations of the TADF emitter, DMAC-TRZ (10-4(4-(4,6-

Diphenyl-1,3,5-triazin-2-yl)phenyl)-9,9-dimethyl-9,10-dihydroacridine), in common host matrices such as 

mCPCN (9-(3-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)-9H-carbazole-3-carbonitrile) revealed that the molecules adopt a 

similar distribution of donor-acceptor dihedral angles.21-25 Similar to NAI-DMAC, it was found that the 

near orthogonal molecular conformations of DMAC-TRZ with lowest singlet-triplet energy splittings also 

exhibited low spin-orbit coupling, which was predicted to decrease the rate of reverse intersystem crossing 

needed to allow the TADF process to occur.21-25 An essential state model was parametrized using ab initio 

calculations of DMAC-TRZ23 and included anharmonic and nonadiabatic contributions of the vibrational 

and conformational motion of the molecule.24 The model was used to describe the effects of dielectric 

disorder and time-dependent polarization of the local environment22, 24 to reproduce time-dependent 

frequency shifts of emission spectra of DMAC-TRZ in a variety of matrixes.25 Taken together, these 

observations affirm the suggestion that molecules capable of undergoing efficient TADF may adopt 

molecular conformations and local environments that balance the competing needs for low singlet-triplet 

energy splittings with high spin-orbit coupling and radiative relaxation probabilities.

To further explore this dependence on molecular conformation and local environment, we used 

time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) combined with UV-visible absorption spectroscopy to examine 

the emission characteristics of NAI-DMAC molecules in solution at a range of temperatures. Importantly, 

we used a glass forming liquid, 2-methylfuran (mTHF), that exhibits an abrupt change in its temperature 

dependent self-diffusion dynamics26 to explore the influence the dynamics of the local environment have 

on the emission intensity of NAI-DMAC molecules. Our findings in conjunction with electronic structure 

and first principles MD simulations demonstrate that in solution it is the ability of NAI-DMAC molecules 

to transiently access conformations with higher oscillator strengths that leads to efficient radiative 

relaxation. Our findings suggest that TADF emitters in solution may be able to transiently access 

conformational states with low singlet-triplet energy splittings and then undergo conformational dynamics 
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with coordinated motion of the solvent to access states with greater transition dipole moments. TADF 

emitters capable of transiently accessing both types of conformational states in a serial fashion within their 

singlet excited state lifetimes have the potential to overcome the need to find molecular conformations that 

balance these properties. Future work in this direction will explore the role that molecular conformational 

motion and polarization of the local environment24, 25 may play in the TADF process in solid matrices that 

are relevant to applications of TADF emitters in OLEDs.

Experimental Methods

Sample Preparation. NAI-DMAC was purchased from Lumtec and used without further purification. 

Solutions for photoluminescence measurements were made by dissolving NAI-DMAC in mTHF to form a 

solution with final concentration of 900µM. This concentration was used because the samples were placed 

into 1mm quartz cuvettes to enable rapid thermal equilibration during the temperature dependent 

measurements. The solutions were sparged by vigorously bubbling N2 gas in the sealed and vented cuvette 

for a minimum of five minutes. The removal of O2 in the solutions using this method was verified by 

comparison of the time-integrated PL intensities of samples sparged in this manner for 15 minutes as 

represented in Figure S1. The minute difference between these spectra is within experimental precision of 

the measurement. 

UV-Visible Absorption Measurements. Absorption spectra were collected using a commercially 

available Beckman DU520 instrument. Reference spectra were collected using the pure solvent in an 

identical cuvette placed in the same optical geometry as the sample.

Temperature Dependent UV-Visible Absorption Measurements. Temperature dependent absorption 

spectra were performed using an enVISion transient absorption spectrometer (Magnitude Instruments, State 

College, PA) with the pump source blocked. A Xenon lamp was used as the probe source, the light from 

which was focused onto the sample and then collected by lenses and focused through the slits of a 

monochromator before being detected by an avalanche photodiode. During the experiments, the sealed 
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cuvettes were placed in an evacuated, liquid N2 cooled cryostat (ST-100, JANIS Research, Woburn, MA) 

under high vacuum to allow control of the temperature using a Lakeshore 331 temperature controller 

(Carson, CA). 

Time-resolved Photoluminescence Measurements. Nanosecond TRPL spectroscopy was performed 

using an enVISion transient absorption spectrometer (Magnitude Instruments, State College, PA) with the 

probe source blocked. A Continuum Surelite 30Hz, 10ns Nd:YAG laser (San Jose, CA) with a 355 nm 

output and 65 �J/cm2 intensity was used as the excitation source. The emission from the sample was 

collected by lenses, at a 90° angle relative to the excitation source, and focused through the slits of a 

monochromator before being detected by a silicon photodiode. During the experiments, the samples in 

sealed cuvettes were placed in an evacuated, liquid N2 cooled cryostat (ST-100, JANIS Research, Woburn, 

MA) under high vacuum to allow control of the temperature using a Lakeshore 331 temperature controller 

(Carson, CA).  The sample was stabilized at each desired temperature and held at that temperature for ten 

minutes to ensure thermal equilibrium had been established prior to collection of the transient spectra and 

kinetics. After this, the next temperature was selected, and the stabilization and equilibration procedures 

were repeated prior to the next TRPL measurement. The placement of the sealed cuvettes under high 

vacuum during the measurements insured no air exchange or introduction of O2 during the measurements.

Results and Discussion 

 In this work, we investigated the role that dynamic interconversion of molecular conformations 

has on the emissive properties of NAI-DMAC using temperature dependent TRPL and UV-visible 

absorption spectroscopy studies in solution. NAI-DMAC consists of an electron donating 9,9-dimethyl-

9,10-dihydroacridine (DMAC) unit bonded to an electron accepting N-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-1,8-

naphthalimide (NAI) unit.17, 20 The NAI and DMAC units are able to rotate around the dihedral bond which 

connects them. It is this dihedral bond that gives NAI–DMAC the ability to take on a twisted geometry, 

which is characteristic of many TADF emitters.1, 27 
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The electronic absorption spectra of NAI-DMAC in toluene, mTHF, and chloroform are 

represented as solid curves in Figure 2. The spectra exhibit two prominent features at 350 and 470 nm. The 

transition at 350 nm has been assigned to a L9L% transition localized to the NAI unit of the molecule.20 The 

peak at approximately 470 nm has been assigned to an �9L% transition involving the DMAC nitrogen lone 

pair because it is believed to be weekly conjugated to the NAI unit,28 suggesting the transition may have 

intramolecular charge transfer character. The steady-state PL spectra of NAI-DMAC in toluene, mTHF, 

and chloroform are represented in Figure 2 as the dashed curves. The spectra exhibit a systematic shift to 

longer emission wavelength with increasing polarity, which is consistent with an intramolecular charge 

transfer state. The red shift with increasing polarity is due to the ability of more polar solvents to stabilize 

the charge transfer character of the excited state, while destabilizing the ground state.29-33 It has been shown 

in numerous other works that emission in TADF compounds commonly occurs from intramolecular charge 

transfer states.8, 28, 34-37 

The DFT and first principles MD computations of isolated NAI-DMAC molecules summarized in 

Figure 117 demonstrate that the energies of the singlet and triplet electronic states depend sensitively on 

their molecular geometry. Similar to prior work on DMAC-TRZ,21-25 the first principles MD simulations 

revealed that NAI-DMAC molecules are most likely to be found in configurations with nearly orthogonal 

dihedral angles where the singlet-triplet energy splittings are smallest. Prior studies of related TADF 

emitters revealed aggregation induced emission, wherein the assembly of molecules in a solid film restricts 

their conformational motion and slows access to non-radiative relaxation pathways, leading to higher 

emission quantum yields in the solid state.38-41 Interestingly, both isolated NAI-DMAC molecules at 300K 

and DMAC-TRZ suspended in a mCPCN matrix show similar distributions of the dihedral angle between 

the donor and acceptor moieties of the molecule, with values ranging from 60° to 120° with an average of 

~90°.17, 21 

We note that the comparison of the unrelaxed versus relaxed computational results in Figure 1C 

reveal that the singlet-triplet energy splitting values depend sensitively on other nuclear coordinates in 

addition to the dihedral angle.17 In the relaxed computations, other nuclear coordinates were allowed to 
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vary to minimize total energy at each fixed dihedral angle. This optimization step was not completed for 

the unrelaxed computations. In contrast, Figure 1D revealed that molecules in these most probable nuclear 

configurations also have lowest probability for radiative decay due to their low oscillator strengths and low 

spin orbit couplings.17 Importantly, the comparison of the unrelaxed and relaxed computational results 

revealed that the oscillator strength of NAI-DMAC molecules depends almost exclusively on the dihedral 

angle. These findings demonstrated that NAI-DMAC molecules must distort from their nearly orthogonal 

dihedral structure to have a high probability for radiative decay, which also increased their singlet-triplet 

energy splitting and spin orbit coupling.17 

We hypothesized on the basis of these computational studies that dynamic conformational motion 

may figure prominently in the radiative decay process of TADF emitters because TADF molecules with 

more twisted molecular geometries have smaller singlet-triplet energy splittings but also smaller transition 

dipole moments. To test this hypothesis, we examined the effect of temperature on the electronic absorption 

spectra and TRPL decay properties of NAI-DMAC dissolved in mTHF. mTHF is a glass forming liquid 

that preserves its liquid structural disorder over a wide temperature range but exhibits an abrupt change in 

its temperature dependent self-diffusion coefficient near its glass transition temperature.26, 42, 43 We prepared 

solutions of NAI-DMAC in mTHF with 0.9 millimole/L concentration and varied their temperature from 

300 K to 80 K, which spans the 130 - 140 K glass transition temperature of mTHF.26 We reasoned that 

temperature dependent solution studies would provide a way to systematically tune the time scale on which 

NAI-DMAC molecules could undergo dynamic conformational motion within their excited singlet and 

triplet state lifetimes. 

If NAI-DMAC molecules rely on dynamic access to molecular conformations with stronger 

transition dipole moments and spin orbit coupling to enable the TADF process, then we should expect the 

emission quantum yields of TADF emitters in solution to vary significantly with temperature. This is 

because the reduction of thermal energy should slow the rate at which the surrounding mTHF molecules 

can accommodate dynamic conformational motion of NAI-DMAC and reduce the rate at which they can 

transiently access highly emissive geometries. This effect should be particularly pronounced as mTHF cools 
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and approaches its glass transition temperature because the self-diffusion dynamics of the solvent slow 

rapidly with small changes of temperature near this transition.26 However, if transient access to certain 

molecular conformations is not an important determining factor for the radiative relaxation rate of TADF 

emitters, then we should expect such molecules to exhibit relatively little dependence of their emission 

quantum yields versus temperature, similar to observations of TADF emitters in the solid state.44, 45

We first verified that the distribution of conformational states of NAI-DMAC molecules in mTHF 

exhibited little change with temperature by measuring the electronic absorption spectra of the NAI-DMAC 

solution over the 300 K to 80 K temperature range. Figure 3A depicts the absorption spectra spanning both 

the L9L% and the �9L% transitions. The L9L% transitions exhibit small changes in oscillator strength but 

negligible changes in width over the temperature range. The inset is focused on the lower amplitude �9L% 

transition where the spectra are normalized to facilitate comparison of the widths of the transition as a 

function of temperature. Because the energies of the singlet electronic states depend on conformation,17 we 

reasoned that changes in the width and central wavelength of the L9L% and the �9L% transitions would 

indicate that the distribution of conformational states of NAI-DMAC molecules changed with temperature. 

The apparent invariance of both the width and central wavelength of the transitions in Figure 3A suggests 

that the distribution of conformational states of NAI-DMAC molecules are comparable across the full range 

of temperatures examined here.46-48

We then examined the temperature dependence of the steady-state PL spectra of NAI-DMAC in 

mTHF solution to evaluate the influence that changes in available thermal energy have on the ability of 

NAI-DMAC molecules to undergo radiative relaxation. Figure 3B represents unnormalized time-integrated 

PL spectra of NAI-DMAC in mTHF following optical excitation at 355 nm and measured at a range of 

temperatures from 300 K to 80 K. While the unnormalized absorption spectra of the samples changed little 

with temperature, the temperature dependent PL spectra exhibit a factor of 10 reduction of amplitude as the 

temperature decreased. Such a reduction of PL amplitude cannot be explained by the small variation of 

absorbance of the samples at the pump wavelength because their absorption increased slightly at lower 

temperature, which is counter to the observed trend. Furthermore, changes in the self-absorption of the PL 
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cannot be the cause of the reduction at lower temperature because the samples absorb only weakly in the 

spectral range where the PL is emitted (Figure 3A).

We note that the temperature dependent changes of PL intensities appearing in Figure 3B may 

include a small contribution from the influence temperature has on the refractive index of the mTHF 

solution and quartz cuvette. For example, the optical geometry of the TRPL instrument utilized an F-number 

of seven for the condenser lens, which had a modest cone angle of four degrees for coupling emission from 

the sample into the detection system. We estimate from the maximum angle of incidence of light leaving 

the cuvette and successfully entering the condenser lens that a 10% reduction of the refractive index of 

mTHF with decreasing temperature would result in at most a 20% increase of the measured PL intensity. 

This is because a slightly larger cone angle of the emitted light would be captured by the detection system 

due to the change in refraction angle between the solvent and the quartz wall of the cuvette. A 20% increase 

in intensity with decreasing temperature is counter to the ten-fold reduction of intensity that we observe, 

which is dominated by the changes in molecular dynamics of mTHF and their influence on the emissive 

properties of NAI-DMAC over the range of temperatures examined here.

Figure 3C displays unnormalized TRPL emission kinetics measured of NAI-DMAC in mTHF 

solution at a range of temperatures. The kinetics also exhibit marked reduction in intensity at lower 

temperatures with little change in shape, indicating that the temperature-dependent effects determining the 

emission intensity occurred on the few nanosecond time scale. This marked reduction of PL intensity at 

lower temperature is counter to common temperature dependent emission behaviors that typically exhibit 

increased PL intensity at lower temperatures.49-52 Such typical behavior arises from thermal occupation of 

low frequency vibrational modes that allow access to non-radiative relaxation pathways such as conical 

intersections, leading to lower intensity emission at elevated temperatures.50, 53 

The observation here of lower PL intensity at lower temperature cannot be explained by this 

phonon-assisted non-radiative decay mechanism because it exhibits the opposite trend. Rather, the 

temperature dependence of the PL intensity indicates the need for NAI-DMAC molecules to reach states 

capable of undergoing radiative relaxation. Such behavior is consistent with computational predictions that 
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indicate NAI-DMAC molecules must reach conformations with dihedral twist angles that deviate 

significantly from the near-orthogonal geometries to access states with greater radiative decay probability 

(Figure 1).17, 54, 55 

To further quantify the observed decrease in prompt emission with decreasing temperature we 

considered that the quantum yield of emission � from NAI-DMAC molecules is related to the ratio of the 

radiative emission rate kR to the sum of rates of all excited state decay paths. For simplicity, we describe 

the sum of all excited state decay paths as kR + kNR in the quantum yield expression, , / ( )R R NRk k k� � �

where kNR represents the sum of rates of all non-radiative decay processes.56, 57 The need for NAI-DMAC 

molecules to access conformational states with less twisted dihedral angles to undergo emission suggests 

that the radiative decay rate kR may depend on temperature because the diffusion dynamics of liquids vary 

with temperature. 

We plotted in Figure 4 the logarithm of the PL intensity from NAI-DMAC in mTHF ln(Int) versus 

inverse temperature 1/T in order to explore the correlation of the radiative decay process of NAI-DMAC 

molecules with the diffusion dynamics of the solvent. The PL intensities at each temperature were evaluated 

by integrating the emission spectra from 500 to 900 nm within the 8 – 12 ns time window. Therefore, the 

PL intensities correspond to the prompt emission component from NAI-DMAC molecules. The plot of the 

logarithm of intensity versus the inverse temperature exhibits behavior mimicking the temperature 

dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient of mTHF obtained from MD simulations reported in Reference 

26 including the knee around the glass transition temperature. 

To rationalize the correlation of the PL intensity of NAI-DMAC with mTHF diffusion dynamics, 

we note that the measurements at 300, 250, and 200 K (shaded box in Figure 4) are all above the glass 

transition temperature of mTHF. Within this range, the self-diffusion coefficient of mTHF varies by nearly 

three orders of magnitude26 as the reduction of thermal energy slows the diffusion dynamics of molecules 

in the liquid. Such motion may include solvent polarization effects.24, 25 This large change of diffusion 

dynamics most strongly impacts the radiative decay rate kR because of the need for molecules to undergo 
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conformational motion with associated motion of the solvent in order to access conformations with greater 

transition dipole moments.17 We note that the change in thermal energy is modest over this range because 

the temperature decreased by only 33% relative to its initial value at 300 K. If the rate of non-radiative 

decay kNR changed significantly with temperature due to changes in phonon-assisted relaxation processes, 

then the corresponding influence on the PL intensities would be opposite to the observed decrease with 

decreasing temperature.49-52 While we cannot eliminate the possible influence of temperature dependent 

changes in non-radiative decay, we can conclude that the emissive properties of NAI-DMAC in solution 

are dominated by the molecular dynamics of the solvent and their influence on the structural dynamics of 

the emitter. Therefore, the slope of the line obtained from the ln(Int) versus 1/T data in the 300 to 200 K 

range is dominated by the temperature dependence of diffusive motion of mTHF and its influence on kR.

In the 150 to 80 K temperature range, a marked change of slope is observed, which corresponds 

with the change in slope of the temperature dependent self-diffusion coefficient of mTHF.26 Within this 

temperature range, mTHF is already close to and then passes through its glass transition with a 

corresponding modest change in diffusion dynamics of only one order of magnitude.26 There is a 

corresponding smaller reduction of the PL intensity associated with this lesser variation of the self-diffusion 

dynamics with temperature of the mTHF molecules. We recognize there may have been some change of 

the occupation of low frequency vibrational modes of NAI-DMAC moving from 150 K to 80 K, which 

could influence the rate of non-radiative decay kNR. None the less, the temperature dependent intensity 

variation follows closely the changes in mTHF self-diffusion coefficient reported in Reference 26, again 

indicating that the emission probability of NAI-DMAC molecules is dominated by the molecular dynamics 

of the solvent and how they influence the structural motion of the emitter. This correlation indicates that 

radiative relaxation of NAI-DMAC molecules relies on their ability to transiently access conformational 

states with greater radiative relaxation rates, which requires motion of solvent molecules. As the 

temperature decreased, the NAI-DMAC molecules were less likely to reach their emissive configurations 

within the singlet excited state lifetime, leading to marked reduction of their emission intensity. Comparison 
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to computational results indicates these conformational states are those with smaller dihedral twist angles 

or more puckered geometries.17 

Finally, it is useful to discuss how the temperature dependent changes in molecular dynamics of 

mTHF that influence the emissive properties of NAI-DMAC affect the dielectric properties of the solvent. 

This is because the principal contribution to the low frequency dielectric constant of dipolar liquids such as 

mTHF arises from the orientation of dipoles within the liquid.58, 59 At room temperature, thermal energy is 

sufficient to overcome most of the dipole-dipole interactions, causing the molecular dynamics of the liquid 

to produce isotropic distributions of dipoles at room temperature. This leads to a modest dielectric constant 

of 7.5 of mTHF at 300 K.60 However, at lower temperatures with reduced thermal energy available, the 

molecular dynamics of the liquid are insufficient to overcome dipole-dipole interactions. The stronger 

influence of dipole-dipole interactions in the liquid while the molecules are still able to undergo dynamic 

motion leads to greater screening of charge, which causes the significant increase of the dielectric constant 

at lower temperature.61

Therefore, the temperature dependent dielectric constant of a dipolar liquid is an important 

manifestation of the temperature dependence of the molecular dynamics in the liquid. It has been shown 

that translational motion of molecules, not just their orientational motion, must be included in molecular 

dynamics models of the dielectric properties of dipolar liquids.62 This greater extent of molecular motion 

also allows faster and larger scale motion of solute molecules within the solvent, which in turn allows NAI-

DMAC molecules to undergo conformational motion to transiently access structures with higher radiative 

relaxation probabilities within their excited state lifetime. It also leads to higher energy emission because 

of the reduced ability of solvent molecules to stabilize the dipole of the excited state as a result of thermally 

induced dipolar disorder, which is manifested in the shorter wavelength emission maximum of NAI-DMAC 

at 300 K (Figure 3B). At lower temperatures, the thermal motion of dipolar molecules is reduced, which 

allows dipole-dipole interactions between molecules to more strongly screen charge.58, 59 This decrease of 

thermal motion of the solvent also restricts larger scale motion of solute molecules within the solvent, which 

reduces the probability that NAI-DMAC molecules in mTHF can transiently access their emissive 
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conformations within their excited state lifetime, leading to the reduction of their emission intensity at lower 

temperatures.

Conclusion

We used a combination of temperature-dependent time-resolved photoluminescence and optical 

absorbance spectroscopy to examine the emissive properties of a prototypical thermally activated delayed 

fluorescence emitter, NAI-DMAC, in solution. A glass forming liquid, 2-methylfuran (mTHF), was used 

as the solvent to introduce an abrupt change in the temperature dependence of the diffusion dynamics of 

the liquid so these could be correlated with the variation of the emission intensity of NAI-DMAC molecules. 

The variation of the photoluminescence intensity of NAI-DMAC in solution followed the temperature 

dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient of mTHF reported in the literature.26 Comparison of the 

experimental findings to first-principles molecular dynamics simulations reveals that NAI-DMAC 

molecules must access conformational states with smaller twist angles and larger singlet-triplet energy 

splittings in order to undergo radiative decay in solution. The temperature dependent photoluminescence 

intensity measurements reveal that the rate at which NAI-DMAC molecules can reach such emissive states 

depends on the diffusion dynamics of the solvent, demonstrating that access to such states is an inherently 

dynamic not a static process in solution. Our findings suggest a pathway for molecules to undergo thermally 

activated delayed fluorescence in which molecules may experience reverse intersystem crossing while they 

reside in their more twisted conformations with lower singlet-triplet energy splitting values. Then, within 

their singlet excited state and intersystem crossing lifetimes, they may undergo conformational motion to 

access less twisted or more puckered conformations with greater emission probabilities. In future work, it 

will be interesting to investigate the potential role such intertwined excited state and molecular 

conformational dynamics may play in the TADF process of molecules in the solid state.
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Figure 2. The optical absorption spectra of NAI-DMAC dissolved 
in toluene, mTHF, and chloroform are represented as solid 
curves. The transition around 350 nm is due to a K-KO transition 
localized to the NAI unit, while the feature at approximately 470 
nm arises from an �-KO transition with significant charge transfer 
character. The fluorescence spectra of NAI-DMAC in the same 
series of solvents of increasing polarity appear as the dashed 
curves. The peak of the emission spectra shifts to longer 
wavelengths as the polarity of the solvent increases.
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Figure 3. A) Optical absorption spectra of NAI-DMAC in mTHF measured at 
a range of temperatures. The inset shows an expanded view of the n-�* 
transition indicating little change in shape or central wavelength with 
temperature. B) Unnormalized time-integrated PL spectra of NAI-DMAC 
measured in mTHF at a range of temperatures following 355 nm excitation. 
The spectra exhibit a marked reduction of the emission quantum yield at 
lower temperatures. C) Unnormalized TRPL kinetics of NAI-DMAC 
measured in mTHF at a range of temperatures also following 355 nm 
excitation. The amplitude changes of the kinetics following quantitatively 
the changes of the PL spectra.
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